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CELEBRATING THE
BEST OF SCOTLAND

Welcome

to the first issue of
Capital magazine in 2016 – and what a
year it’s set to be.
Last year was a record-breaking one
for Edinburgh Airport, as – for the first
time ever – the number of passengers
travelling through passed 11 million,
cementing our reputation as the place
where “Scotland meets the world”.
We are continually seeking ways
to improve the passenger experience
and are proud to have been recognised
as Scotland’s first food and drink
provenance airport.
Scotland is famous for its outstanding
natural larder and in this issue, we talk
to one of the city’s most renowned
chefs, Paul Wedgwood, about his love of
foraging, which sees him bring new taste
sensations to the capital.
We also take a stroll along the
Edinburgh Food Heritage Trail, a mouthwatering tour of the city’s fascinating
culinary past.
Fittingly, in this Year of Innovation,
Architecture and Design, the trail
visits some of the capital’s most
stunning buildings.
Edinburgh has architectural gems

in abundance, both historical and
contemporary, and this year celebrates
the very best of Scottish creative talent.
Scotland is a nation of pioneers
who have helped shape our modern
world, and throughout this year, you’ll
find events marking the country’s
creative achievements, from textiles to
telephones, bridges to buildings.
Elsewhere in this issue, we meet
another top Scot – swimmer Stephen
Milne, who is bidding for glory in the
2016 Rio Olympics.
Edinburgh Airport is proud to be a
sponsor of Scottish Swimming and we
wish Stephen and all his fellow athletes
every success.
As well as being available throughout
the terminal, Capital can now be found
at select venues throughout the city,
including visitor attractions, bars and
restaurants, as well as on our website at
edinburghairportcom
And for all the latest news about
Edinburgh Airport, why not follow
us on Twitter at @EDI_Airport?
Happy reading!
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TOURISM {Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design}

ENJOY A NEW
PERSPECTIVE
Feed your curiosity by celebrating the Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design 2016 as
you discover some of Scotland’s innovations, bold designs and breathtaking built heritage

LOG ON TO FIND OUT
WHAT’S GOING ON
If you’d like to discover more
about Scotland’s hidden gems
or find out about some of the
other exciting events taking
place during the Year of
Innovation, Architecture and
Design, visit www.visitscotland.
com/iad2016
6

From

textiles and technology
to architecture and fashion, the Year
of Innovation, Architecture and
Design, which runs from 1 January
to 31 December 2016, will shine
a spotlight on some of Scotland’s
greatest assets and icons, as well as
its unique hidden gems.
Scotland is world renowned for its
rich built and natural heritage – it
has buildings that make people look
up, streets steeped in history and

vibrant public spaces. Its unique
architecture and places promote its
distinctive identity all over the world.
From Victorian tenements and
baronial mansions right through
to an impressive range of strong
contemporary buildings such as
Edinburgh’s Scottish Parliament and
the Riverside Museum in Glasgow,
there is a wonderful diversity of
architecture on show.
Visitors to Scotland can look

{Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design} TOURISM

Some of
Edinburgh’s
iconic
buildings.
Photo
by Kenny
Lam

forward to experiencing old skylines
merging with contemporary new
ones, alongside much-loved works
by renowned architects who have
ingrained their style into the
architectural map of the country.
These include works by Robert
Adam, Alexander Greek Thomson,
Charles Rennie Mackintosh and
William Henry Playfair, who
transformed the centre of Edinburgh
during the 1800s.

Playfair designed many of the
capital’s most important buildings
such as the National Monument on
Calton Hill and the National Gallery
of Scotland.
Scotland has also helped shape
the modern world we live in, with
a long list of important scientific
achievements and discoveries.
Without Scotland, switching
on the television, answering the
telephone and donning your best

raincoat might not be a part of
everyday life today.
Scotland is a nation of pioneers –
its contributions to the advancement
of the modern world through
invention, skill, ambition and ideas
continue to shape the world we
live in today from the discovery
of anaesthetics through to
the construction of the
Forth Rail Bridge, now a
UNESCO world heritage
7

TOURISM {Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design}

The Glasgow
School of Art
was designed by
Charles Rennie
Mackintosh,
one of
Scotland’s
best-known
architects

site. And with the new
Queensferry Crossing
under construction and
due to open at the end of 2016, a new
chapter is being written for the site
of the world-famous Forth Bridge
and its elegant neighbour, the Forth
Road Bridge.
The country’s flair for creativity
has also earned it a worldwide
reputation for design, which is
expressed through its architecture
as well as on the catwalk.
Scotland’s textiles industry offers
a fusion of rich heritage, innovation
and unrivalled creativity generating
products that are desired the world
8

over. From the Scottish Borders to
the Highlands & Islands, there is
a great variety of attractions and
products in Scotland celebrating
textiles including the Borders
Textile Towerhouse, Dundee’s
Verdant Works and, of course, the
variety of Harris Tweed garments
and accessories available.
Let’s not forget the design
touches that make many of our
accommodation offers in Scotland
so appealing. From innovative ecofriendly homes to baronial retreats,
lighthouse keepers’ cottages to
designer boutique hotels, Scotland
has a wealth of accommodation

designed to appeal to those
interested not only in design but also
in architecture and innovation.
For great innovation, architecture
and design, you don’t need to look
far beyond Scotland’s golf courses
for a wide spectrum of spectacular
examples. From iconic clubhouses
to halfway houses – the Home of
Golf offers numerous opportunities
for people to enjoy this special year.
The members’ clubhouse at
Gullane in East Lothian is the perfect
fusion of traditional and modern. In
St Andrews, meanwhile, arguably the
most famous building in Scottish golf
dates back to 1853. It was on 13 July

{Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design} TOURISM

DON’T MISS

2016 YEAR OF INNOVATION,
ARCHITECTURE AND
DESIGN EVENTS

From festivals of light, to festivals of architecture,
luminous origami birds to Harris Tweed celebrations,
digital gaming to Renaissance fashion, a stunning
variety of events will take place across the country
during 2016. Highlights include:
FESTIVAL OF ARCHITECTURE 2016

Throughout Scotland during 2016
www.foa2016.com
Curated by the Royal Incorporation of
Architects in Scotland (RIAS), the Festival
of Architecture 2016 will deliver a packed
programme of events and activities set to
boost the appreciation of Scotland’s built
environment, with more than 400 exciting
events and exhibitions taking place the length
and breadth of Scotland throughout 2016.

HINTERLAND

Near Helensburgh, 18-27 March 2016
www.hinterland.org
Discover Scotland’s greatest modernist ruin,
St Peter’s Seminary, transformed by light and
sound. Leading public art organisation NVA
will mark the official launch of the Festival of
Architecture in March 2016 with a night-time
public art event exactly 50 years since the
iconic building was first opened.

NATIONAL MUSEUMS SCOTLAND

that year when John Whyte Melville
struck the foundation stone of the
Royal and Ancient Clubhouse behind
the first tee of the Old Course.
So whether you want to discover
the innovative structural design
behind Andy Scott’s magnificent
horse-head sculptures the Kelpies,
enjoy the splendour of a bygone era
through the iconic designs of one
of Scotland’s best-known architects
Charles Rennie Mackintosh or
experience the creative inspiration
behind some of Scotland’s artists and
designers, there will be something
for everyone in 2016. The warmest of
welcomes awaits you!

Edinburgh & East Lothian,
Spring-Summer 2016
www.nms.ac.uk
National Museums Scotland unveils a
series of innovative new galleries and
display spaces in 2016. Spring will see
the restoration of two Second World War
hangars at the National Museum of Flight
to provide a fitting home for the museum’s
world-class aviation collections. In the
summer, 10 new galleries at the National
Museum of Scotland will open, showcasing
extraordinary examples of decorative art,
design, fashion, technological invention and
scientific discovery.

happening all over the city there’s a variety of
great days out for the whole family alongside
excellent entertainment for adults.

BE INSPIRED BY NATURE

Royal Botanic Garden,
Edinburgh (RBGE), 1 April-31 July 2016
www.rbge.org.uk
Celebrating Scottish innovation, architecture
and creativity inspired by the natural world.
A new exhibition will highlight how one
tropical plant family has inspired designers
and engineers while a world of future
possibilities will be explored at a Botanic
Latest event. Discover the iconic architecture
of the Garden in a new heritage trail and
join in the celebrations at the launch of
Scotland’s oldest new building, the
Botanic Cottage.
For more information, see
www.visitscotland.com/
iad2016 or #IAD2016

EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE FESTIVAL

Various venues, 26 March-10 April
www.sciencefestival.co.uk
The 2016 Festival will explore the ways
we can build a better world, tackling
every scale from the personal to the
cosmic through science, innovation
and design. With interactive
events, workshops, shows
and exhibitions
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SECTION {Sub-section}
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{Edinburgh Playhouse} SHOWS
The cast of
Hairspray. Pic
by Ellie Kurttz

COME JOIN THE FUN!
If you love the glitz and glamour of the stage, there’s no better place to be than Edinburgh
Playhouse where Jersey Boys and Hairspray will have you singing and dancing in the aisles

What

better way to shake off
the Christmas blues than with a trip
to the theatre?
Edinburgh Playhouse has a run of
fantastic shows throughout the year,
but if you want to sing and dance in
the aisles then Hairspray and Jersey
Boys come highly recommended.
Hairspray will be back at the
Playhouse from 22 to 27 February
2016 with a brand new production.
Based in Baltimore in 1962, the
show follows the big dreams of
Tracy Turnblad as she tries to
dance her way onto national
TV. Following a successful
audition, Tracy becomes
a local star and uses her
new-found fame to fight
for equality. She even

bags herself a heartthrob along
the way.
This show, with its all-star cast,
won’t allow you to remain seated,
so don’t forget your dancing shoes.
The same can be said for the
Olivier and Grammy Award-winning
Best Musical Jersey Boys.

The fabulous Jersey Boys.
Pic by Helen Maybanks

Returning for one week only
from 1 to 5 March, Jersey Boys tells
the true life story of four boys from
the wrong side of the tracks who
wrote their own songs, invented
their own unique sound and sold
100 million records worldwide.
The show features many
legendary hits you can’t help but sing
along to, including Beggin’, Can’t Take
My Eyes Off You, Oh What a Night,
Sherry, Walk Like a Man, Bye Bye
Baby and Big Girls Don’t Cry.
You’ll need to be fast to get
tickets for these popular
shows. To buy tickets
and find out more
about these and many
other shows, visit
www.atgtickets.com
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WHAT’S ON {Events}

IT’S ALL GO IN 2016!
Edinburgh offers a fantastic year-round programme of events, from art and culture
to sport, food and drink. In 2016, the city celebrates Scotland’s Year of Innovation,
Architecture and Design with a specially curated line-up of festivals, exhibitions
and showcases that will encapsulate Edinburgh’s heritage and modern attributes.
Alongside all of this, you can expect world-famous festivals, award-winning theatre
productions, inspiring art and thrilling sporting events. There has never been
a better time to experience Edinburgh
’
Lloyd Smith Unique Events

ARTS AND CULTURE

Beltane Fire Festival
30 APRIL
Celebrating the beginning of the summer season, this
unique festival draws inspiration from ancient Gaelic
traditions and the age-old Beltane festival, as Edinburgh’s
populace gets pagan and elemental dancing and dazzling
fire displays become the evening’s entertainment for the
12,000-plus people in attendance.
www.beltanefiresociety.wordpress.com
Film In The City
10-12 JUNE
June is officially movie month in Edinburgh. In the buildup to the Edinburgh International Film Festival 2016
(15-26 June), locals and visitors of all ages will be able to
enjoy a number of free outdoor cinema screenings and
movie-related events across the city centre. From family
friendly sing-a-longs to cult classics, there is guaranteed
to be something to suit everyone.
www.thisisedinburgh.com/filminthecity
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Local Heroes, Scottish Design at Edinburgh Airport
29 JULY-31 AUGUST
Scottish Design EXPO will showcase the very best of
Scottish design with an eye-catching pop-up design
exhibition, shop and event hub at Edinburgh Airport.
In partnership with Creative Edinburgh and Creative
Dundee, EXPO will celebrate Scotland’s most important

{Events} WHAT’S ON
Foodies Festival

contemporary designers and makers nationally
and internationally.
www.visitscotland.com

SPORT

The Great Edinburgh Run
17 APRIL
A permanent fixture in Scotland’s capital city since 2005,
this fantastic 10-mile course takes runners right through
the heart of the city. From the amazing panoramic views
from Arthur’s Seat to world-famous landmarks including
Greyfriars Bobby, the Royal Mile, the Scott Monument
and Edinburgh Castle, this route showcases the best of
Edinburgh’s world-famous skyline. Join in the racing fun
or pick a scenic spot to cheer the runners on.
www.greatrun.org/edinburgh
Edinburgh Marathon Festival
28-29 MAY
With its flat route, the Edinburgh Marathon Festival
has one of the fastest courses in the world and a perfect
choice for runners chasing a personal best. With runners
from more than 100 countries expected to take part, the
Edinburgh Marathon Festival has a fantastic atmosphere
for participants and spectators alike.
www.edinburgh-marathon.com

FOOD AND DRINK

The Royal Highland Show
23-26 JUNE
For four days every June, people flock to the Royal
Highland Show to touch, taste, see and hear the
very best Scotland has to offer in food and drink.
Visitors will also enjoy lively entertainment,
children’s activities, shopping and seeing
the finest animals from Scotland’s fantastic
farming community.
www.royalhighlandshow.org
Foodies Festival
5-7 AUGUST
The UK’s largest celebration of food
and drink returns to Edinburgh’s
Inverleith Park on 5, 6 and 7 August
for its 11th year. Foodies can
embrace Edinburgh’s reputation as
a culinary capital with the chance
to watch live demonstrations from
top chefs, brush up on your baking
skills at the Cake and Bake Theatre
and indulge in something tasty at the
Street Food Market.
www.foodiesfestival.com
Edinburgh Restaurant Festival
6-16 OCTOBER
A celebration of eating out in Edinburgh. The
Edinburgh Restaurant Festival gives locals and
visitors the chance to try something new and
discover the city’s incredible food offering, with
special set menus and delicious one-off events
Yemi King/Edinburgh Fashion Week

across a wide range of Edinburgh’s restaurants and bars.
www.thisisedinburgh.com/edinburghrestaurantfestival

FASHION AND BEAUTY

Edinburgh Fashion Week
5-13 MARCH
A celebration of Edinburgh’s unique style and diverse
shopping experience. Kicking off with a packed weekend
of fashion shows, workshops and tutorials hosted by
the city’s leading retailers and independent stores, all
accompanied by special pop-up stores, exciting food and
drink partners and DJ sets. Watch out for special offers
across the city’s retailers throughout the week.
www.thisisedinburgh.com/edinburghfashionweek
Spa in the City
21-22 MAY
The city centre is transformed into a health and
beauty oasis as Edinburgh retailers including
Lush, Superdrug, Boots, Neal’s Yard and Harvey
Nichols take to the streets to offer taster
treatments, samples and discounts as Spa in
the City returns for another year, back and
bigger than ever! Relax and enjoy a treatment
in the event’s home St Andrew Square Garden
before setting off to redeem treatments and
discounts at retailers, bars and restaurants
across the city.
www.thisisedinburgh.com/spainthecity
Styling the Nation
12-13 NOVEMBER
Explore the National Museum of Scotland’s
new fashion, decorative art and design galleries
(opening in summer 2016) with a series of
workshops, demonstrations, fashion shows,
talks, performances and music led by a wide
range of high-profile artists and experts. A special
Saturday evening event will include a takeover of the
Museum and will act as a finale to the museum’s 2016
programme and 150th birthday celebrations.
www.eventscotland.org/events/1067
For further information on what’s on in the city
throughout the year, visit: www.thisisedinburgh.com,
Twitter: @Edinburgh or Facebook.com/Edinburgh
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TRAVEL {Barrhead Travel}

SUMMER FUN STARTS
WITH BARRHEAD TRAVEL
Fantastic own-brand holidays mean the sunshine is just a short hop away

Planning

ahead for this
year’s summer holiday? Then look
no further than Barrhead Travel’s
own-brand holidays, whisking you
away to the sun in style.
This year welcomes Barrhead
Travel’s sixth year of operating
its own British Airways charter
flights to Barcelona and Palma
direct from Edinburgh. Tens of
thousands of customers kick-start
their summer holiday with these
flights and return to book year
on year, as well as recommending
them to family and friends.
Premium leather seats with
plenty legroom, a free baggage
allowance of 20kg checked
luggage and 5kg hand luggage,
and convenient weekend, daytime
flights are just some of the benefits
that are sure to get your holiday
off to a flying start.
What’s more, these flights are
ideal for seamlessly connecting
with a number of popular cruise
departures, allowing you to enjoy
the magical ports of call that the
Mediterranean and Adriatic have
to offer.
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Flexibility is a key feature of
these flights, as the specialists at
Barrhead Travel can tailor-make
holiday packages to suit you and
your family.
You’ll find unique getaways
that you won’t find anywhere
else and there’s a whole host of
accommodation to choose from,
with something for even the most
discerning traveller.
No matter what type of holiday
you’re looking for – 5 star or 3 star,
all-inclusive or B&B – you can
be sure that quality and value for

money come as standard when you
book with Barrhead Travel.
Barrhead Travel’s exclusive
flights don’t cost the earth either.
We cut out the traditional tour
operator and our huge buying
power means we can pass the
savings directly on to you, our
customers. For your peace of
mind, every holiday that we sell is
completely financially protected,
so you can stretch out on board
and start dreaming of the sun, safe
in the knowledge that we’ve looked
after every little detail for you.

ATTRACTIONS {Edinburgh Food Heritage Trail}

HISTORY
ON A PLATE
Murder, grand
banquets, social
climbing and
world-leading
chefs – they’re
all on the
menu as the
Edinburgh
Food Heritage
Trail takes
you on a tour
of the city’s
culinary past
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Edinburgh

may be internationally
renowned as a grand European capital with
a rich heritage of Scottish history, but if you
want to savour a different flavour of this
World Heritage site, then grab a map of the
Edinburgh Food Heritage Trail, created by
the Edinburgh World Heritage charity.
The city is an architectural gem whose
history is etched into the 1,600 listed
buildings across the city. However, if you
explore the nooks and crannies of the
medieval Old Town or visit the elegant and
spacious Georgian houses of the New Town,
there is another fascinating story to explore,
where food and feasting has influenced the
city’s development and culture.
Edinburgh Castle is a good place to start
the Food Trail. In the cavernous medieval
Great Hall, you can appreciate what it was
like to enjoy a state banquet, where tresselled
tables would groan under the huge range
of courses dished up to impress honoured
guests by the kings of Scotland.
However, not all of these banquets were
so convivial. Visit David’s Tower in the older

part of the Castle and you will find yourself
at the site of the infamous Black Dinner. The
entrance of a black bull’s head on a platter
was the signal for an assassin to murder the
Earl of Douglas in front of the young King
James II and his court in 1440 – an event
that later provided an idea for George R. R.
Martin for his Game of Thrones novels.

GOURMET

The theme of banquets continues with a visit
to Parliament Hall, an architectural gem
hidden behind St Giles’ Cathedral. Its Great
Hall, with its famous hammerbeam roof of
black oak, hosted the city’s greatest-ever
gourmet event: the Lord Provost’s banquet
to celebrate the visit of King George IV to
Edinburgh in 1822.
More than 300 dignitaries sat down to

{Edinburgh Food Heritage Trail} ATTRACTIONS

On the top floor
of West Bow,
you can see
oval-shaped holes
called doocots
where pigeons
– once a source of
food for residents
– could nest

an eight-course meal on gold and silver
plates featuring such delicacies as turtle soup,
stewed carp, venison, grouse, quail, sheep’s
head and haggis.
In medieval times, people rarely
entertained at home because, unless they
were very wealthy, kitchen and dining space
was limited – as can be seen in the 17thcentury Gladstone’s Land merchant house.
That’s why inns and taverns proliferated
across the city, providing venues where
people would meet to celebrate occasions
in private rooms or among the ‘hoi polloi’.
There was plenty of food available as the
streets in the Old Town were basically a
collection of interlinking markets,
their names today still giving a clue
to their former use: Grassmarket,
where the cattle were brought into
17

ATTRACTIONS {Edinburgh Food Heritage Trail}

The Gardener’s Cottage has breathed new life into
a historic building in Royal Terrace Gardens dating
back to 1837. Below: oysters, now considered a
delicacy, were once a staple food for the poor

the city, and Fleshmarket, where
they were butchered. This tradition
of street markets is preserved today
with the Edinburgh Farmers’ Market,
which nestles in the shadow of the castle,
offering fresh local produce from more than
50 specialist producers.

LUXURY DISH

Located on the Firth of Forth, Edinburgh
has always been a port town and seafood
has played an important role in feeding
its citizens. In the north, beyond Leith, is
Newhaven Harbour, which was once home
to a thriving fishing community – the
‘fishwives’ were a common site around the
city shouting out their wares, with wicker
creels full of the day’s catch on their backs.
Although oysters are a luxury dish today, in
centuries past they were an important staple
for the poor. Thanks to the once-plentiful
shell beds in the Firth of Forth, it is
estimated that 100,000 oysters were
eaten each day in Edinburgh. Such
was their popularity that ‘oyster
cellars’ became a cheap form of
entertainment around the city,
where people joined together
in basement parties to enjoy
fresh shellfish washed down
with porter and punch… and
some ‘wild dancing’.
18

Thanks to
the onceplentiful
shell beds in
the Firth
of Forth, it
is estimated
that
100,000
oysters
were eaten
each day in
Edinburgh

Although the Edinburgh shell beds were
exhausted by Victorian times, today you can
enjoy fresh Scottish oysters at numerous
restaurants around the city, such as Ondine,
which specialises in fresh local seafood.
Oysters have also left their mark on the city
as a construction material, as broken shell
can be found in the grouting and cement in
medieval walls. Occasionally, construction
workers extending underground premises
will come across piles of discarded shells
– no doubt the debris from the infamous
‘oyster cellars’.

ENTREPRENEURS

With all this great produce on its doorstep,
it’s not surprising to find out that Edinburgh
was a great place to be a chef… but did you
know the city also taught the world to cook?
It started in the 1750s, when Elizabeth
Cleland set up a cookery school in her home
near St Giles’ Cathedral – and this started
a trend as the burgeoning middle
classes encouraged their daughters
to develop skills to help them
become more marriageable.
Susanna MacIver is another of
these female entrepreneurs
who brought out a cookbook
in 1774 called Cookery and
Pastry, which included the
first printed Scottish recipe

{Edinburgh Food Heritage Trail} ATTRACTIONS

Cannonball House, a
17th-century townhouse, is
now home to a restaurant,
café and ice cream parlour

for haggis. Another pioneer was Florence
Jack, who ran a cookery school and published
the Good Housekeeping Cookery Book in
1925, which is still regarded by many as the
ultimate cook’s bible. The tradition continues
today with the New Town Cookery School,
run by Fiona Burrell, co-author of Leith’s
Baking Bible.
A visit to The Georgian House in the New
Town will give you an idea of how cooking
and entertaining was important to the new
middle class of Edinburgh. Large kitchens
and dining areas were incorporated into
houses in this period and heralded the arrival
of grand private dining, where elaborate
dishes could be served up in grand style to
many guests in the comfort of the home.
These are just a few of the fascinating
highlights on the 21-site tour, which also
takes in the National Library of Scotland,
the Palace of Holyrood, Queen Mary’s
Bath House, hidden gardens and historic
townhouses that now host exciting
restaurants throughout the city.
So download the Edinburgh Food Trail for a
tasty menu of locations that lets you experience
the city’s culinary traditions and dine in some of
its historic locations: it’s Edinburgh on a plate,
with a side order of history.

Picturesque
Newhaven
Harbour
was once
home to a
thriving fish
community

For more information, visit www.ewht.org.uk/
visit/edinburghfoodheritagetrail
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{Qatar Airways} TRAVEL

Qatar
Airways
will be
launching
services to
Sydney and
Adelaide
in Australia
this spring

FLY WITH THE BEST
AIRLINE IN THE WORLD
Qatar Airways now offers even more destinations on its
award-winning service, with daily flights from Edinburgh

With a number of new routes

launching in 2016, the Qatar
Airways daily Edinburgh service
now connects to more than 150
worldwide destinations through
its state-of-the-art hub Hamad
International Airport.
Qatar Airways will launch
services to Sydney and Adelaide on
1 March and 2 May respectively.
The Australian network rises to 28
flights a week across four key cities,
including Perth and Melbourne.
In February, Qatar Airways
launched a daily service from Doha
to Ras Al Khaimah, in the northernmost Emirate of the UAE.
Travellers can enjoy Ras Al
Khaimah’s luxury accommodation
and a variety of activities, from
water sports and sailing cruises
to desert camps, golf courses and
mountain adventures.
Incredible scenery and natural

beauty, coupled with 64 kilometres
of shoreline, provide superb spacious
sandy beaches.
Qatar Airways will this May
celebrate two years of service
between Edinburgh Airport and
Doha’s Hamad International Airport,
operated by the state-of-the-art
Boeing 787 Dreamliner.
Qatar Airways is one of the
fastest-growing airlines, operating
one of the youngest fleets in
the world.
Now in its 19th year of operations,
it has a modern fleet of 175
aircraft flying to more than 150 key
business and leisure destinations
across six continents.
Qatar Airways’ guests now enjoy
free WiFi for the first 15 minutes
on all connected aircraft, including
the Boeing 787 Dreamliner from
Edinburgh to Doha. For those
passengers who wish to remain

connected in the air, Qatar Airways
offers a customer-friendly and easy
payment programme, based on the
amount of time needed.
Qatar Airways won Airline of
the Year, Best Business Class
Airline Seat and Best Airline
in the Middle East at the 2015
Skytrax Awards, the third time the
airline won the accolade of Airline
of the Year.
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INTERVIEW {Paul Wedgwood}

NATURAL
BORN CHEF
From a young age, Paul Wedgwood has enjoyed
creating wonderful dishes from nature’s
bounty – and now his eponymous restaurant
in Edinburgh is encouraging a whole new
audience to savour the delights of foraged food

TWIN CELEBRATION

In 2015, to mark the 50th anniversary
of the twinning of Edinburgh and
Florence, Paul took part in a
chef swap, taking residence
in a Florentine restaurant
for a week to showcase
his fantastic Edinburgh
flavours and promote
the city as a culinary
destination. In October,
the favour was returned,
with Paul hosting an Italian
chef during the Edinburgh
Restaurant Festival.
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{Paul Wedgwood} INTERVIEW

At

Scout camp, you could always spot
Paul Wedgwood. He was the youngster
brewing up nettle tea and making the most
of what the land has to offer. Now, as one
of the UK’s pre-eminent chefs, his famed
Edinburgh restaurant offers diners the
chance to share in his love for foraged and
wild produce.
Spending his early years in Glasgow and
then England’s north west, Paul moved to
Edinburgh in 2005 after learning his craft
in the Lake District.
Being a chef and having the opportunity
to forage for pure, natural foodstuffs is his
inspiration. “This isn’t work to me,” he said.
“It’s a passion. I get to use the amazing
ingredients we have in Scotland. I’ll go out
into the woods, gathering information about
different plant families. I’m always looking
for new ingredients and new tastes. Pick
greens from the wild and you are rewarded
with intense, brilliant flavours.”

DIFFERENT

When Paul and his wife Lisa opened
Wedgwood the Restaurant in 2007, the aim
was to establish something a little different
at its location on the Royal Mile, a venue
cherished by local people and visitors alike.
“We started off very light on the wild
food, using ingredients people might be
familiar with,” explained Paul.
“Eventually, we would have people
stopping by to ask what was in the forage
salad for the day. Initially, I wasn’t sure
the Scottish public would go for it – lo and
behold, it has become extremely popular.”
As diners have taken to the dishes Paul
serves up, so too have critics. Despite a
conscious decision not to chase guide
entries, the restaurant was awarded best new
restaurant in Edinburgh by The List magazine
in 2008 and best new restaurant in the UK
by the Harden’s restaurant guide in 2010. It
has also been listed in the Michelin Guide and
picked up several Scottish restaurant of the
year titles.
Paul said he is part of a thriving sector:
“The food and restaurant scene in Edinburgh
and Scotland is in a phenomenal place right
now. I believe we have more restaurants per
capita than anywhere else in Europe.
“And the city caters for every single taste
– you name it, it’s there. That diversity has
enabled us to push the culinary boundaries.
Everyone is influencing each other and the
standard keeps rising. There’s no
doubt Edinburgh is now the most
important food destination in the
UK outside London.”
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INTERVIEW {Paul Wedgwood}

RETURN

It was his parents’ return to
Scotland that eventually also
brought him back home. “I was
travelling back and forth to see them and fell
in love with Edinburgh – spend an hour in
this amazing city and how could you not?
“We’d been looking to buy a restaurant
and this place came on the market. We
booked a viewing and were immediately
sold on it. Unfortunately, the deal fell
through. About 18 months later, we
discovered it was for sale again. We
phoned straight away, put an offer in and
it was accepted.”
Paul enthused about Scottish cheeses,
game, shellfish, flat fish and much more. “It’s
world-leading produce and being exported
across the globe, which, on the negative side,
occasionally makes it difficult to get hold of
here at home.”
When a very busy schedule allows, Paul
takes the job of securing ingredients into his
own hands with foraging trips that can last
anything from a few minutes (he says there
are some great areas very close to his home)
to 24 hours. He reported that his most recent
trip was very fruitful, yielding eight kilos of
elderberries, as well as winter chanterelles
and ceps.
Fortunately, if it’s impossible for him to
make it to the Scottish coast or countryside,
there are commercial foragers and major
fruit and vegetable suppliers who offer a
selection of wild produce.
Until recently, Scotland’s ability to
provide outstanding gastronomic delights
was relatively well hidden. The work of
Paul and others has changed that for good.
When asked to reveal one of the country’s
undiscovered secrets, he replied: “It’s the
next wild ingredient I find and bring to
the table.”

ROAD TO RENOWN

Paul Wedgwood began his career in the Lake District
in England, working in a variety of establishments. He
was particularly inspired by working under celebrity
chef John Tovey at Miller Howe in Windermere.
Paul’s long-term goal was always to open a fine
dining restaurant.
In 1999, he was asked to open the Georgian House
bar in Kendal. This proved to be hugely successful.
Six years later, on a visit with Lisa in Edinburgh,
they found the venue for Wedgwood the Restaurant,
which has become one of the city’s most popular places
to eat. Paul is also often called on to perform cooking
demonstrations throughout the UK and internationally.
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{The Edinburgh Dungeon} ATTRACTIONS

EXPLORE THE CITY’S DARK SIDE
The

Edinburgh Dungeon
is a uniquely thrilling attraction
that’ll take you back to the past’s
most horrible bits. See, hear,
smell and feel the city’s darkest
stories as they come to life
before your eyes.
You’ll come face to face with
frighteningly funny characters,
from torturers and judges to
local legends, including the
cannibal clan of Sawney Bean
and infamous grave-robbers,
murderous twosome Burke
and Hare.
Explore surroundings such as

the plague-ravaged Street
of Sorrows, the Anatomy
Theatre of Dr Knox and the
mysterious Old Craig House,
where a spine-chilling ghostly
presence resides.
As you listen to their stories,
you’ll feel yourself drawn into
another world, where the
boundaries between reality and
the past blur.
Be warned – as you make
your way through the Dungeon,
surprises are lurking in the
darkness and will keep your
senses on high alert…

DEADLY DISEASES, GHASTLY AILMENTS AND CURIOUS CURES!
Scotland’s history is rife with
death and disease. Will you
survive as you journey through
the Dungeon?

Don’t miss new seasonal
show Deadly Diseases this
March, where in the diseaseravaged streets of Scotland’s

capital, you’ll come face to
face with the victims, their
ghastly ailments and the
curious cures provided by the

blood-stained barber surgeons
of old Edinburgh.
Book your “appointment”
online now. Chop chop.
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{Assembly Rooms} VENUES

Assembly
Rooms
Edinburgh
is aiming to
become a Zero
Waste venue
by 2020

THE DREAM OF
BEING GREEN

Assembly Rooms is committed to improving its sustainability credentials

Behind

the Georgian
splendour of Assembly Rooms
in Edinburgh lies a serious
commitment to sustainability, as the
team at the unique events venue
embraces innovation to create not
only the perfect setting for any
event, but also a perfectly
green one.
As sustainability
becomes increasingly
important, visitors and
audiences are looking for
events that go the extra
ethical mile.
As one of Edinburgh’s largest
multi-purpose event spaces, the
spectacular Assembly Rooms delivers
just this, guaranteeing to inspire
and impress.
Working with Resource Efficient
Scotland, Assembly Rooms created
an in-house ‘Green Team’ to
champion the vision of becoming
a Zero Waste venue and making the
‘Green Dream’ a reality.
Achieving a Silver grading in the
Green Tourism Business Scheme
in 2015 was an important step
in underlining our commitment
to working sustainably, driving
behavioural change from every angle
to ensure these values are reflected

in each and every event the team
helps to deliver.
Assembly Rooms now recycles
more than 90 per cent of its waste,
taking pride in the part it plays
in creating wonderful events and
memories with minimal impact
on the environment.
Through the incorporation
of green building initiatives
and management systems,
the venue has successfully
decreased energy
consumption and water use.
From tap sensors and
eco-flush systems in our toilets
to using our own range of fully
bio-degradable cups (below), we
believe that small steps lead to big
differences.
Through waste management
initiatives and sustainable projects,
Assembly Rooms plays
its part in protecting
the environment, and
will follow the Scottish
Parliament’s lead this
year of supporting
ecological balance by
housing honey bee
colonies on its roof.
Assembly Rooms
know how important

The Assembly Room’s Green Team’s commitment
to sustainability has been recognised by the Green
Tourism Business Scheme

sustainability is, and that is why
the Assembly Rooms team is
dedicated to helping
clients and suppliers meet
corporate environmental
commitments, while
creating innovative and
exciting events.
For more information, visit
www.assemblyrooms
edinburgh.co.uk
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PROPERTY MARKET {ESPC}

Edinburgh’s
mix of
traditional
and modern
makes it
a popular
location to
buy property

BOOM SALES FOR
TOP-END HOMES
As the number one place for property in Edinburgh, the Lothians and
Fife, ESPC is ideally placed to provide an update on the local market

Last year was a year of

fluctuations when it came to the
property market.
In November, according to our
market analysis, average prices in
Edinburgh were 4 per cent higher
than they were in 2007, just before
the credit crunch, but we still
haven’t met the volume of sales and
properties coming to market that we
were seeing back then.
With fewer properties on the
market, this means there is more
competition that will drive up
the prices.
Fluctuations in 2015 were also
caused by Land and Buildings
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Transaction Tax (LBTT), which
replaced Stamp Duty in Scotland
from 1 April that year.
We found that in 2014,
properties over £500,000
were selling predominantly
in the summer; however,
in 2015, these top-end
properties sold mostly
in the first quarter of
the year, to avoid the
higher LBTT rates in
their price bracket from
1 April.
A dip in sales volume
then followed in the
second quarter, followed by

{ESP{ESPC} PROPERTY MARKET

a recovery in the third quarter, from
July to September.
There have been numerous
reports in the news that house prices
are higher than ever, and that we
are seeing more properties over
£1 million being sold in Scotland.
The figures can be partly attributed
to the LBTT effect.
At ESPC, we saw more than three
times the number of properties
over £1 million being sold between
January and October 2015, compared
with 2014. This was because people
who were looking to sell their homes
that were valued at over £330,000
rushed to put them up for sale before
1 April.
Similarly, people who wanted to
buy a property over this level aimed
to make the purchase before 1 April,
because they would have to pay
more tax after that date.
Properties sold through ESPC
between January and October
2015 that were marketed over
£500,000 have seen a 45.2 per
cent increase in sales. This is quite
significant when compared to the
11.9 per cent increase in sales for
properties under £500,000 for that
same period.
In 2016, we may well see a
dip in the number of homes in
the higher end of the market being
put up for sale, which will have
an overall effect on average
property prices.
In 2015, the top 10 districts
in terms of volume of sales for
properties over £500,000
were Morningside, Newington,
Trinity, The Grange, North
Berwick, New Town, Corstorphine,
Blackhall, Fairmilehead and the
West End.
While there are areas in
Edinburgh that have some of
Scotland’s most expensive homes,
there are a number of areas

In 2016, we may well
see a dip in the number
of homes in the higher
end of the market being
put up for sale

that offer affordability, whatever
step of the property ladder people
are on.
Leith, Bonnington, Gorgie and
Fountainbridge are popular places
for first-time buyers, who could
buy a good flat for around £120,000
or less, while Corstorphine,
Blackhall, Currie and Balerno
are proving popular for threebedroom homes.

SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS AT ESPC

As with any large investment, it’s vital to seek professional advice from the experts.
With the correct guidance and advice from ESPC’s wide range of property experts,
buyers and sellers can be supported right the way through the process, from advice
on the right area to managing the property, ensuring that any investment is sensible
and manageable.
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PROPERTY FOR SALE {ESPC}

HOMES WITH HISTORY
Everyone loves a property with a good story behind it, and on espc.com you will find a huge
variety of homes with period features, from Georgian mansions to Victorian tenements and
even Arts and Crafts style. Here, we take a look at some of the properties available...

ARTS AND CRAFTS
A former Arts and Crafts
dining hall from 1923,
converted into a family
home, this B-listed property
is in an idyllic rural position
in Humbie, a small village
in Midlothian. The home
has many period features,
from its bell tower and
sloping tiled roof to the
original rosewood flooring,
cornicing and traditional
fireplace. But it also has
modern features, including
the kitchen and bathroom,
which perfectly blend in
with the past.

DETAILS

5 Shillinghill, Humbie EH36 5PX; offers
around £475,000; four-bed detached
house, with two public rooms, viewing
0131 253 2263; ref: 354644

HOUSE IN THE
COUNTRY

DETAILS

Main House, Spittalrigg, Haddington
EH41 3SU; in the region of £580,000;
five-bed detached house with two public
rooms; viewing 01620 532 662; ref: 359986
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This East Lothian
farmhouse is thought
to have been built in
the 1850s as the main
house of Spittalrig
Farm. It still has many
original features,
including a stone
fireplace, working
shutters, and sash
and case windows,
but the bathrooms
and kitchen are
contemporary in style,
with a range cooker in
the kitchen. The home
has extensive gardens,
two patio areas and an
outhouse that could
have a variety of uses.

{ESPC} PROPERTY FOR SALE

DETAILS

Flat 2, 2 London Street, New Town,
Edinburgh EH3 6NA; offers over £495,000;
four-bed second-floor flat with two public
rooms; viewing 0131 253 2171, ref: 359395

GORGEOUS GEORGIAN
A grand example of a grand Georgian apartment in
the New Town, this four-bedroom flat on London
Street is in a fine A-listed building. Views from the
front room look out over Drummond Place Gardens.
Within the interior of the property, you’ll find period
detail such as cornice work, fan lights, mantelpieces
and window shutters, and generously proportioned
rooms. The flat also has three under-pavement cellars,
and there’s residents’ parking on London Street.

Search by school
catchment area
Exclusively on espc.com
Note: All property information was correct at time of print.
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PROPERTY FOR SALE {ESPC}

TO THE
MANSE HOUSE
If you like the idea of
living in a period home
with old rural charm,
then this could be
for you – it’s a fivebedroom period manse,
dating from 1835, and
is located on the edge
of a conservation
village. The home
has many interesting
features such as electric
wrought-iron gates
that open to a driveway,
original fireplaces
and cornicing, a
spacious kitchen,
an original pantry
and wine cellar, and
a conservatory with
access to a secluded
courtyard. It’s
surrounded by beautiful
grounds with a feature
pond, large lawn and
mature trees.

DETAILS

Cranstoun House, Ford, Pathhead,
Midlothian EH37 5RF; offers over £745,000;
five-bed detached house with four public
rooms; viewing 0131 253 2202; ref: 359766

A VICTORIAN
TERRACE

DETAILS

68 Netherby Road, Trinity, Edinburgh,
EH5 3LX; offers over £725,000; five-bed
terraced house with four public rooms;
viewing 0131 253 2202; ref: 357422
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Spread out over
three floors, this
home in Trinity is in
the typical style of
a Victorian terraced
house, with bay
windows, traditional
fireplaces and high
ceilings. Its living
areas are spacious and
bright, and it features
a modern kitchen with
utility room that leads
out to the sunny back
garden. The top floor
is where the bedroom
accommodation is
located and also offers
great views to the
Firth of Forth and Fife.

EATING OUT {Harvey Nichols Edinburgh}

Harvey Nichols Edinburgh’s new Head Chef Robert Meldrum talks
about his innovative plans for the stylish Forth Floor Restaurant

A TASTE OF THE FUTURE
Robert

Meldrum chats to Capital
about his new role as Head Chef at
Harvey Nichols Edinburgh – and gives
us a mouth-watering insight into what
he has planned for the iconic Forth
Floor Restaurant.
What’s your background
as a chef ?
I’ve been working in a professional
kitchen for over 18 years and
discovered my love of cooking
by accident. I started as a
kitchen porter when I
was a schoolboy, just
because my brother
was a waiter at our
local restaurant
in Fort William,
and since then,
I haven’t looked
back. I’ve been
lucky enough to
work in a variety
of kitchens across
the whole of the
UK, including a
two-year residence
at Harvey Nichols’
OXO Tower
in London. It
was here I really
ignited my passion
for cooking and
where I was able
to experiment
with flavours and
ingredients to really
create imaginative
dishes that I’m still
really proud of.
How do you feel about your
new role at Harvey Nichols?
I’ve been with Harvey Nichols
in Edinburgh for 13 years.
I’ve worked really hard
and learned a lot and now
I’m looking forward to
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taking the reins of the Forth Floor. I’m
excited to showcase an updated menu
for both the Restaurant and Brasserie
and introduce inventive and exciting
dishes that will really surprise and
delight our customers and appeal to
a wider audience.
What are your plans for the kitchen?
My menus will be based on classic
Scottish food with a contemporary
twist. Fusing traditional techniques with
exciting ingredients and flavours,
I will continue to use our trusted
local suppliers and will focus on
using the freshest, highestquality locally sourced
produce. I’m looking
forward to getting involved
with the other chefs in the
Harvey Nichols group
and developing amazing
dishes that will feature
on the menus across the
whole Harvey Nichols
hospitality estate.
What makes dining
at Harvey Nichols a
special experience?
For me, it’s the
consistent high
quality of the
dishes we serve
and the reliability
that you’ll always be
looked after by our
floor teams and eat
really good food. My
aim is to ensure the team
exceeds our customers’
expectations every time.
Find out more about
Harvey Nichols Forth
Floor Restaurant at
www.harveynichols.com/
restaurant/edinburghdining

{Stephen Milne} SPORT

GOING FOR GOLD
Edinburgh Airport is proud to be the official sponsor of Scottish
swimming and, as the team’s preparations for Rio reach their peak,
Capital meets Stephen Milne, one of the sport’s rising stars…
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SPORT {Stephen Milne}

It’s not only Edinburgh Airport passengers
who are flying high this year – Scotland’s athletes,
fresh from their success in the Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow, are now gearing up for
glory in the 2016 Olympic Games

Stephen

Milne is
one of a new generation of
British Swimming’s Olympic
hopefuls, working hard
towards qualification in April and,
fortune willing, the Rio games in the
summer of 2016.
When Capital caught up with him,
Stephen was freshly back from a visit
to what will be the athletes’ village
in Rio – a trip organised for the
British squad to familiarise would-be
competitors with the city and train
with their prospective team-mates.
“It was my first time in Rio and
Brazil,” said Stephen. “The whole
thing was a great experience, but hard
work all the same. It was great to have
racing partners from the senior GB
swimming squad; the best in British
swimming.”
Stephen began lessons aged
four and joined Perth City Swim
Club at nine, where he was
gradually introduced to the world
of competitive swimming. Over his
12 years at the club, he has steadily
worked his way up the ranks, first
at a local level, then district and
national, and is now looking to
break through into the top flight of
international competition.
After making his British
Championship debut in 2010,
Stephen reached his first British
senior final the following season,
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finishing sixth in the
1500m freestyle in
Manchester.
He competed at the
2012 European Junior
Championships in
Antwerp, finishing eighth
in the 200m freestyle and
narrowly missed out on a
medal as part of the 4x200m
freestyle relay quartet.
Stephen landed his first British
senior medal in 2013, and made light
work of the transition to the senior
international stage in 2014, reaching
five individual finals across the
Commonwealth Games and European
Championships respectively.
He says the Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth Games, where he
won silver in the 4x200m freestyle
relay with the Scottish team, is one
of the proudest moments of his
life. The following summer’s World
Championships was Stephen’s first
opportunity to compete with top-tier
swimmers from across the globe.
“It was an inspiring learning
experience for me – a taste of what
it could be like to compete at that
world-class level. But it was doubly
amazing to be part of the most
successful performance ever from
British Swimming at the World
Championships.”
Yet he is far from complacent about

his achievements to date, and views
both the Commonwealth Games and
the World Championships in 2015 as
“stepping stones” for what he hopes
to achieve in the future.
“I’m happy with where I’ve got
so far,” he says modestly. “But I
know there’s still a lot of work to
do and I’m not there yet. It’s a point
that I’m aiming for, and I’m enjoying
the journey.”
Stephen’s current regime is one of
steady training, waking at around 5am
for several hours’ swimming in the
morning, followed by land training

{Stephen Milne} SPORT
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and then a couple more hours in the
pool in the afternoon.
He has suspended his degree course
for the current academic year to
focus on swimming. And, with several
training camps followed by several
weeks in Australia with the Scottish
team and Olympic trials in April, it
will be a full calendar for Stephen in
the run-up to Rio.
He acknowledges that none of this
would be possible without the support
he receives – not only from his team
at Perth City Swim Club, but also from
British Swimming and the Scottish
Institute for Sport.
“Because I’m doing so many hours
during the week, I have to make use of
other services to help me with recovery,
strength and flexibility – all aspects of
the overall training picture. These are

“The World
Championships
was an inspiring
learning experience
for me – a taste of
what it could be like
to compete at that
world-class level”

provided by both the Scottish Institute
for Sport and British Swimming, with
funding from UK Sport. They’ve given
me all the support and tools I need to
be able to focus on the swimming, so
now it’s down to me to get the job done,”
said Stephen.
Wherever he is in the world,
Stephen is proud of where he comes
from, and to represent both Scotland
and Great Britain.
“It’s made me appreciate home, but
at the same time it’s great to explore
the world. It’s also good in terms of my
swimming journey, because I get to
meet and work with other swimmers –
it grows my knowledge of the sport.
“When I go away, I’m learning,
as well as having a good time away
somewhere, continuing the hard work
that I’ve been doing at home.”

Stephen’s fellow Scottish Commonwealth and
Olympic Games swimmer Robbie Renwick in action
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{The Real Mary King’s Close} ATTRACTIONS

The maid meets
Characters of the Close

THE SECRET STORIES
OF OLD EDINBURGH
An intriguing time capsule of life in the capital over the last 500
years is brought to life at the fascinating Real Mary King’s Close

This

year is VisitScotland’s Year of
Innovation, Architecture and Design – and
where better to understand how architectural
innovation and design have shaped society
than at the Real Mary King’s Close?
The five-star attraction is a time capsule
of hidden streets documenting social and
architectural shifts which cover more than
500 years of Edinburgh’s history.
In the company of an expert character
guide, guests can step back in time beneath
the Royal Mile to hear the stories of the
people who lived, worked and died on these
now underground streets, which saw 16th and
17th-century housing used as the foundations
of the grand buildings on the Royal Mile.

OVERGROUND TOURS

Join a historical journey spanning nine
centuries of the city’s fascinating past;
covering tales from the Toll Booth to the
exploration of closes that were spared the
same fate as Mary King’s Close.
Guests will discover how the residents of
Edinburgh tried to keep crime out of the
city walls, learn why execution north of
the border had a slight advantage and hear

stories of the more infamous inhabitants of
this historic city!

ROYAL EXCHANGE COFFEE HOUSE

No visit to the award-winning attraction is
complete without a stop-off in its café, the
Royal Exchange Coffee House. The café is
the perfect place to escape the hustle and
bustle of the Royal Mile to warm up with a
luxury latte or to enjoy a bite to eat in the
heart of Edinburgh’s Old Town.

LOOKING AHEAD…

Delve deeper into Scotland’s hidden history
as the attraction sets out to uncover even
more in 2016. Get to grips with the plague,
hear the untold tales of infamous royals and
meet Mary herself.
August marks the arrival of “Condemned”,
a fresh new show for this year’s Festival Fringe.
This exclusive performance will take you
back in time on the underground closes
and allow you to experience Mary
King’s Close as never before.

From 25
March, the
Real Mary
King’s Close
will be
open from
9am-9pm,
with tours
running
every 15
minutes

For more information, visit
www.realmarykingsclose.com
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ATTRACTIONS {The Scotch Whisky Experience}

A TASTE SENSATION

Scotland’s best local ingredients prepared by an award-winning restaurant and combined
with the finest Scotch whiskies offer visitors the ultimate food and drink experience

In

recent years, Scotland has developed an
enviable reputation across the world for the
quality of its food and drink. From handreared Aberdeen Angus beef and hand-dived
scallops, to hearty black pudding and buttery
shortbread, food lovers are spoilt for choice
when sampling the cuisine on offer.
At the top of Edinburgh’s Royal Mile, The
Scotch Whisky Experience brings the finest
Scottish ingredients together under one roof,
for the ultimate food lover’s journey. As the
name might suggest, it’s also the ideal place
to learn about the country’s national drink
and its biggest export – Scotch whisky.
The attraction’s Taste of Scotland tour
offers its visitors the ultimate food and
drink experience. Your journey starts with
a lesson in all things Scotch, including a
bubbling barrel ride, a lesson in how to nose
and taste various whiskies, along with the
chance to saviour the stunning surroundings
of the World’s Largest Collection of Scotch
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The Taste
of Scotland
tour starts
with a lesson
in all things
Scotch and
is followed
by a threecourse food
extravaganza

Whisky, which comprises 3,384 bottles.
This is then followed by a three-course
Scottish food extravaganza in the awardwinning Amber restaurant. Here, Executive
Chef David Neave and his expert team
source the best local produce the country
has to offer, before giving traditional Scottish
dishes a contemporary twist. Guests will be
treated to a trio of starters and main courses,
followed by dessert and a dram. Whisky is
at the heart of everything Amber does and
there are always knowledgeable staff on
hand to recommend the perfect whisky to
accompany your meal.
And before you leave, make sure you visit
the superb and well-stocked shop, which
is home to more than 400 different Scotch
whiskies. The shop’s expert staff will be only
too happy to help you pick a bottle of whisky
or two to take home, allowing you to savour
a small taste of Scotland with friends and
family across the globe.

FOOD AND DRINK {Provenance Airport}

ENJOY A TASTE
OF SCOTLAND
Edinburgh has become the first provenance airport in Scotland,
proud to promote the best produce the country has to offer, from
locally made chorizo and peat-smoked salmon to unique craft beers

As

a long-standing champion of Scottish
food and drink, Edinburgh Airport is proud to
have been named Scotland’s first “provenance”
airport. Working closely with its retail
partners to use authentic, sustainable Scottish
food and drink wherever possible, the airport
boasts a range of mouth-watering options,
from a delicious Scottish beef and haggis
burger in The Gathering, through to a pint
of Innis and Gunn lager beer in the Sir
Walter Scott.
The provenance accreditation
is managed by Scotland Food &
Drink, with the full backing
of the Scottish Government.
It requires participants to
commit to using high-quality
Scottish produce where
possible – something the
airport has been doing with
its retailers and food and drink
partners for some time.
Rob Lang, Head of Marketing
at Edinburgh Airport, said: “Last
year was Scotland’s Year of Food and
Drink, and we played a very active role,
sourcing a wide range of the finest Scottish
produce for passengers to enjoy in our
bars and restaurants, or to take on their
onward journey.
“We’ve seen some really exciting
developments during that year, such as
the surge in Scottish gins, with brands like
Edinburgh Gin and Caorunn capturing the
public imagination, and we’re proud to be
part of that.”
Rob said that Edinburgh Airport’s vision
has long been to offer passengers not only
excellence, but also a sense of place. The
recent opening of several new retailers, bars
and restaurants – including the World of
Whiskies shop in the airport’s new 1,300sqm
walk-through World Duty Free store – is
testament to this.
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“I think people are often surprised by the
breadth and quality of Scottish produce,”
he continued. “There are the things people
always associate with Scotland, of course
– whisky, shortbread, Irn-Bru and haggis –
which are all excellent and we’re very proud
to offer.
“But then there are the world-class
meats, cheeses and seafood served by our
bars and restaurants. It’s about giving our
customers a choice of the traditional and
the unexpected.”
Flutes & Tails Champagne bar
is one of the latest additions to
the airport, offering a worldclass selection of Champagnes
alongside a range of proudly
Scottish food platters.
Jonathan Mitchell, General
Manager of Flutes & Tails,
said: “We have a real passion
for quality produce – it’s what
motivates us. It would be easy
enough to stick to the big brands, but
that’s really not what we’re about.
“We travel all over Scotland, seeking out
high-quality craft products that often aren’t
available in many other places. So whether it’s
Hebridean peat-smoked salmon or Ayrshire
chorizo, each of our dishes tells a story, and
that’s a huge part of the appeal.”
Rob echoed this sentiment: “For us,
provenance is about more than great
quality. It’s about food and drink that tells
a story. From the many airport exclusive
whiskies in World Duty Free to the Scottish
charcuterie at Flutes & Tails, what makes
Scottish produce so special is the sense of
place that it embodies.”
The Year of Food and Drink may be over,
but the airport has lost none of its focus, and
has pledged to continue seeking out and
promoting the very best that Scotland has to
offer, as it further expands the departure area.

{Provenance Airport} FOOD AND DRINK

Flutes & Tails opened
recently in the airport

“We have a
real passion
for quality
produce.
We travel
all over
Scotland
seeking
out highquality craft
products
that often
aren’t
available in
many other
places”
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AIRPORT NEWS {Latest updates}

EDINBURGH CELEBRATES
BUSIEST YEAR EVER AT
A SCOTTISH AIRPORT
The number of air passengers travelling through the capital has broken
11 million for the first time, heralding a great year ahead for the airport

The

number of passengers
passing through Edinburgh Airport
in 2015 reached a grand total
of 11,130,584 passengers, making
it the busiest-ever year at a
Scottish airport.
The annual total represents an
increase of over 950,000 passengers
from the 2014 total, further
cementing Edinburgh Airport’s
reputation as the place where
“Scotland meets the world”.
The success was bolstered by
particularly strong international
passenger figures, which in
December peaked with a 19 per
cent year-on-year growth.
Welcoming the annual passenger
figures Gordon Dewar, Edinburgh
Airport’s Chief Executive, said:
“Last year, we enhanced passenger
choice by offering more routes and
more destinations– and passengers
responded by choosing to fly in and
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out of Edinburgh Airport in greater
numbers than ever before.
“This unprecedented success of
11.13 million passengers through
our doors highlights the draw of
Edinburgh as a destination and the
growing appeal that Scotland holds
across the globe.
“We remain focused on delivering
more success in the year ahead. In
2016, we will continue to improve the
passenger experience at Edinburgh
Airport with a multi-million pound
investment in our check-in and
baggage systems, an improved retail
offering with a greater choice of
goods and products, and we aim to
expand our range of new routes and
destinations in year ahead.
“I was asked late last year how
much more Edinburgh Airport can
grow in a country with little over
five million people; I explained
that it was not the five million I was

worried about, but how the other
seven billion across the globe get to
visit us. “Our international passenger
figures for December showing a
19 per cent year-on-year increase
are a great indicator of our global
ambitions and give good reason to
be optimistic about further growth
in the year ahead.”
Derek Mackay, Scottish
Government Minister for Transport
and Islands, said: “Reaching this
milestone is a fantastic achievement
and I congratulate the entire team at
Edinburgh Airport for their recordbreaking efforts in 2015.
“The airport’s success brings
benefits to both the local and
national economies. By improving
our international connectivity, we
give Scottish businesses improved
access to global markets and make
the country even more attractive as
a destination for tourists.”

{Latest updates} AIRPORT NEWS

THISTLE DO NICELY
JOBS BONANZA

More than 200 jobs are to be created
at Scotland’s busiest airport in the
first half of 2016 thanks to a major
investment in retail outlets.
The redevelopment of the
airside retail space at Edinburgh
Airport will see increased choice
for passengers with a range of
new outlets including All Bar One,
Brora, Next, Max Mara, Michael Kors
and Fatface to add to the existing
new retailers Superdrug, JD Sports
and Flutes & Tails Champagne bar,
which opened in
the final weeks of 2015.
The airport’s Chief Executive
Gordon Dewar said: “Last year was an
incredible year for us: the growth in
our passenger numbers is thanks to
the increased choice of destinations
and our commitment to improving
the overall passenger experience.
“The expansion of the retail side
of the business is a key element
of our success. The fact is that

Edinburgh Airport’s growth in
the non-aero market allows us to
be competitive and attract more
airlines and more routes in and
out of Scotland’s capital.
“Passengers have been taking
full advantage of our excellent
retail options like never before.
And, indeed, all Edinburgh Airport
passengers are benefiting with
enhanced choice of destinations,
including the 26 new routes between
this winter and next summer.
“This strategy has not only seen
passenger numbers grow to record
levels – it benefits airlines too. It is
good for us, good for our customers
and, ultimately – with the creation of
more jobs and enhanced connectivity
from the nation’s capital city – it is
good for Scotland.”
Meanwhile, the airport’s new
World Duty Free store, pictured
above, has doubled in size, creating
an additional 44 jobs.

Edinburgh Airport has unveiled
a giant sculpture of two thistles
to welcome passengers into and
out of Scotland.
The thistles were created by
artist Kev Paxton and his team
at ArtFe, a local business that
won the opportunity to display
a striking sculpture for one of
Edinburgh's most public places.
Each thistle head is made
up of 300 individual parts,
and 400 hours of labour went
into the completed structure.
The sculpture consists of two
entwined thistles designed to
move slightly in the wind, giving
the impression they are dancing.
Edinburgh Airport Chief
Executive Gordon Dewar
said: “Edinburgh Airport is
where Scotland meets the
world and I’m sure the dancing
thistles will catch the eye –
and the imagination – of
everyone coming in and out
of the airport.”

PUPPY LOVE
Guide Dogs Scotland has been chosen
as Edinburgh Airport’s corporate
charity partner for 2016.
The charity pairs specially trained
dogs with people who are blind and
partially sighted to help them take
control of their lives and get around
with confidence.
Kyla Stratton, Business
Development Manager at Guide
Dogs Scotland, said: “Our services

help people do the simple things
that sighted people often take for
granted, like getting to work,
popping out to the shop for
groceries or meeting up with
friends for coffee and a chat.
“This partnership with
Edinburgh Airport will help
us raise awareness of the
independence we can give to
people with sight loss.”
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SHOPPING {Luxury cashmere}

NEW ERA FOR
CLASSIC CASHMERE
BRAND BRORA
The proudly Scottish knitwear
company is now available at its
new Edinburgh Airport store

As

iconic Scottish cashmere and clothing
brand Brora open its new store at Edinburgh
Airport, founder and creative director Victoria
Stapleton tells Capital magazine the outlet will
offer something for everyone.
“We are for ages nought to 90,” said
Victoria. “Brora is a completely ageless brand
and our new store will stock everything from
little pairs of hand-knitted baby booties
through to cashmere classics suitable for
your 90-year-old grandparents.”
Brora is one of Britain’s best-loved
and most successful modern cashmere
brands. Since its birth in 1993, the
business has grown into a fully fledged
fashion label with its own distinctive
viewpoint – wearable, subtle but highly
individual, and British-made.
“When we started out, you could only buy
cashmere in safe colours and styles, but Brora
threw colour into the mix and pushed
the boundaries of the mills further
and further with interesting lace
structures, textures, basket weaves
and wave knits,” said Victoria.
“There’s an interplay at Brora
between modern and nostalgia,
because I love traditional
knitwear, but for us it’s always a
question of updating it for the 21st
century and ensuring the shapes are
contemporary and the colour palette
is inspired.”
Brora is introducing its spring collection
at the new airport shop, under the titles of
Odyssey, inspired by the colours of the Greek
islands, and Harvest, which draws its palette
from the rural landscape.
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{Luxury cashmere} SHOPPING

“We’re bringing an incredibly strong
cashmere collection in to launch at the
airport, with a great mix of styles,” said
Victoria. “We’re also conscious of opening
during one of the coldest months of the year,
so we’re one retailer who’s actually realistic
about what you want to be wearing at this
time – we are in Scotland, after all!”
The shop’s range has also been designed
specifically with the traveller in mind,
with a wide range of cashmere accessories
throughout the store.
“At any one time, we’ll have up to 50
different cashmere hats, and between 50 and
100 styles of cashmere gloves,” says Victoria.
“That makes it very easy to pick up a lovely
present, no matter who you might be visiting
or returning home to. And for the traveller,
a cashmere shawl or stole will provide the
perfect comfort for your flight.”
The 800 sq ft store is part of a major
redevelopment of the airport retail space.
With more than 11 million passengers
using the airport each year and a
growing number of travellers from
overseas, Victoria says Brora’s
authenticity will appeal.
“People travelling through
Edinburgh want to take
something authentically Scottish
home with them, and at Brora,
we make every single cashmere
piece in Scotland,” she said.
“Our cashmere is a very
different beast to the variety

“We have a
wonderful
group
of hand
knitters.
Most of
them are
pensioners
and one is
even well
into her 80s”

made in China; the fibre we select is long,
fine and of the highest calibre. The colours
are blended using six or seven different
shades, and the milling processes use the
soft Scottish waters to produce a superior
finished garment.”
Many of Brora’s products are hand-knitted
by a team of about 50 people across the
Highlands and islands of Scotland, who bring
a lifetime of experience and craftsmanship to
their work.
“We have a wonderful group of hand
knitters,” said Victoria. “Most of them are
pensioners, and one is even well into her 80s.
Brora is proud to keep their craft alive and
give them an outlet for what is their passion.”
The Edinburgh Airport outlet is the latest
addition to Brora’s portfolio of stores, which
includes its first international outlet in New
York. Brora has also collaborated with London
designer Eudon Choi for an acclaimed
collection that sold faster than any
collaboration to date.
The new airport store is set to be
the next step in an exciting period
for Brora.
“This is a great opportunity for
Brora to expand and travel retail
provides an interesting concept
for the future of the company.
“More than anything, I’m
passionate about bringing
business to Scotland and
keeping jobs at our mills in
Hawick,” said Victoria.
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COMPETITION {Miller Harris}

WIN! WIN! WIN!
Indulge your
senses with
Vetiver Insolent,
the new fragrance
from Miller Harris

Miller Harris’

new fragrance Vetiver
Insolent is available
exclusively at our counters
in World Duty Free,
including the Edinburgh
Airport store.
Miller Harris’
irreverent and eclectic
style brings together the finest
quality raw materials with the
artistry and instinct of a true
master perfumer.
At once rebellious and sensual,
Vetiver Insolent has a natural
aura, a magnetic allure – in
short, charisma. Its base is
vetiver, a deep-rooted grass
from mysterious Haiti, full of
sweet, fresh earthiness and
an enemy of melancholia.
Cocky notes of bergamot and
cardamom engender curiosity,
giving way to black pepper, elemi
and a whisper of lavender.
Vetiver Insolent was created by
Robertet-based French perfumer
Mathieu Nardin.
He explained: “I wanted to
pay homage to an iconic note
such as Vetiver. Robertet’s unique
Vetiver lends to the fragrance an
unmistakable sensuality thanks to
its woodiness and precious warmth.”
Vetiver Insolent, Eau de Parfum
50ml and 100ml, is available
exclusively at World Duty Free.
One lucky Capital reader can win
a 100ml bottle of Vetiver Insolent.
For a chance of winning, simply
answer the following question:
What is the country of origin of the
vetiver used in Vetiver Insolent?
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HOW TO ENTER

Send your answer, with details of your name, address, email
address/telephone number, to capital@connectmedia.cc with
‘Miller Harris competition’ as the subject by Friday 29 April 2016.
The first correct entry drawn after that date will win the prize.
Terms & conditions: Entrants must be aged 18 or over (employees of Miller Harris,
their families or anyone connected with the promotion is not eligible to participate).
Only one entry per person. Please note, the prize can only be posted to a UK address
and there is no cash alternative. Proof of entry shall not be deemed proof of delivery or
receipt. The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. Entry
constitutes your acceptance of these rules.

{Dine with Stuart Muir} EATING OUT

Stuart Muir, left, and Paul
Brennan have created a stylish
restaurant in the heart of Edinburgh

OPEN FOR SERVICE
Doors open at Dine with Stuart Muir, a transformed city centre brasserie and bar

Highly acclaimed chef Stuart

Muir – former Executive Chef of
Forth Floor Restaurant Harvey
Nichols Edinburgh – and his business
partner, hospitality entrepreneur
Paul Brennan, have revealed their
brand new city centre venue, Dine,
to their first guests.
Dine with Stuart Muir officially
opened for business at the end of
November, and presents a new
benchmark in the city, introducing
a fresh, relaxed brasserie-style
dining and drinking venue, featuring
Edinburgh’s first dedicated 30-seat
champagne lounge in the city centre.
Located in the thriving financial
and cultural hub of Edinburgh,
within Saltire Court above the
Traverse Theatre and adjacent to
the Usher Hall, the venue has been
transformed by the duo, having been
empty for almost five years.
They have revealed a
contemporary, dramatic, warm
and opulent interior with a green
living wall, rich polished timbers
and earthy colours brought to life in
tactile fabrics and wall coverings. A

life-size apple tree takes centre stage
in the 80-cover brasserie.
The new lounge makes Dine the
perfect place for pre or post-theatre
and after-work drinks. Guests can
enjoy champagne and platters served
on elm-wood boards, made with
wood felled from Edinburgh Castle.
Twenty-five signature cocktails
include Dine & Brew (£8.50), a blend
of Bruichladdich, apricot brandy,
honey, lemon, orange bitters and
Krusovice, and Edinburgh Chic
(£8), with Bombay Sapphire, crème
fraise, lemon, vanilla, basil and
rosé Prosecco.
Menus have been conceived by
Stuart Muir and Head Chef James
O’Brien, who cut his teeth with
Leading Chef Michael Caines at
Abode. The menus present a market
menu offering two courses for £14.50
and three courses for £17.50, an à la

carte and a bar menu, all designed
using fresh, local, seasonal and
sustainable produce sourced from
Stuart’s wealth of local suppliers.
The brasserie is a stylish space
for morning meetings and business
lunches, pre-theatre dinners and
leisurely brunches. And you can Dine
with Wine on Saturdays from noon3pm and Sundays from noon-4pm)
for £42.50 for two and £85 for four.
Dishes present brasserie-style
dining at its very best with choice
cuts of Scottish Borders beef
straight from the grill, as well as
contemporary twists on the classics.
Stuart said: “Paul and I have
travelled the country sourcing the
very best produce and materials
from outstanding suppliers. We’ve
brought together the best chefs and
bar team to craft dishes and drinks
that delight and inspire our guests
to the possibilities of relaxed yet
outstanding brasserie dining.”
Advance bookings can be made on
0131 218 1818, restaurant@dine.scot
or at http://dineedinburgh.co.uk
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TRAVEL {Etoiles de Montagne}

MOUNTAIN
MAGIC
The boutique Etoiles de Montagne
chalet is a luxurious haven nestled
in the stunning Swiss Alps

Surrounded by some of the

best winter sport facilities anywhere in the
world is a boutique chalet in the heart of
the Swiss Alps, combining the luxury of a
high-end hotel with the relaxed comfort of
an alpine home.
Lucy Studer, Director of Etoiles de
Montagne, explained: “We’re pretty unusual
really, but it’s a formula that our guests love.
The chalet has six rooms, so we can sleep 12
in total.
“Whether we’re hosting six couples or
a group of friends who have booked out
the entire chalet, the main living areas are
shared, and everyone sits around the same
table for meals – prepared fresh on-site by
our resident chef.”
The atmosphere is convivial, with
champagne and a selection of local wines
and a roaring fire helping guests feel
thoroughly at home.
“Guests can socialise, or not, as much as
they like,” continued Lucy. “The opportunity
is definitely there though. We’ve had a full
chalet of couples who didn’t know each
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“Guests can
socialise, or
not, as much
as they like.
We’ve had
a full chalet
of couples
who didn’t
know each
other at the
start of their
holiday, and
left as firm
friends”

other at the start of their holiday, and left as
firm friends.”
The rooms are all en-suite, and decorated
to an exceptionally high standard (the
owners went so far as to source the same
beds used at the Savoy Hotel).
Located in the resort of Haute Nendaz, the
facilities available to guests are exceptional,
whether skiing, snowboarding, hiking or
even using the unusual – but “tremendously
fun” – 3km sledge run. But there is plenty to
keep the non-skier amused too, with a luxury
spa in the nearby town, as well as mountain
biking and paragliding to take full advantage
of the scenery.
The chalet is also open during the summer
– which Lucy admits is her favourite time
of year – when the area enjoys plenty of
sunshine, best enjoyed on the many fantastic
walks, both flat and through the mountains.
Etoiles de Montagne is just a two-hour scenic
train ride from Geneva, which can be reached
direct from Edinburgh Airport. For more
details, visit www.etoilesdemontagne.com

TRAVEL {Destinations}

ESCAPES FOR
GROWN-UPS
Family holidays are fantastic, but if you’re after
a little ‘me time’ or the adventure of a lifetime,
sometimes an adult-only break is just the tonic…

Children

are great, of
course. Little rays of sunshine who
fill the world with laughter and
innocent joie de vivre.
But sometimes, when you’re taking
a well-earned break from reality, the
last thing you want is other people’s
kids screaming and dropping their
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ice creams down your back! Whether
you’re looking for a romantic break
with a partner, an adventure, or an
ultra-relaxing health retreat, the
growing number of holidays aimed
exclusively at adults could be the
answer to your prayers.
Capital investigates…

{Destinations} TRAVEL

ROMANCE
Surrounded by the splendour
of Australia’s Great Barrier Reef,
qualia’s 60 luxurious pavilions –
many of which have glittering
views of the Coral Sea – are
decadently and unapologetically
adult. No detail is missed, from
the champagne welcome to the
electric buggy to your pavilion
on arrival. As an optional extra,
choose from a range of luxury
packages (many of which are
predictably reef-based) for the
ultimate romantic break.
www.qualia.com.au

Scenery, spas and
sea treasures – what’s
not to love?
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TRAVEL {Destinations}

Refresh mind, body
and spirit on a
wellness break

ECO HOLIDAYS

The concept of ecotourism has
evolved from its original meaning
– visiting pristine and fragile
natural habitats in a way that
helps preserve their beauty for
future generations – to encompass
broader ideas of ethical holidaying.
Selecting the right eco holiday

Give something
back to the local
community on
an eco holiday
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remains a delicate balancing act.
There is no doubt that tourist
income helps preserve habitats and
traditional ways of life.
Yet there is an implied
responsibility to ensure that the act
of visiting doesn’t itself contribute
to the erosion of the very thing it
seeks to save.
Fortunately, there are several
specialist travel companies that
act for small, independent ecotour providers, vetting them for
the quality and sustainability of
their tours. One of the largest,
Responsible Travel (www.
responsibletravel.com), argues
this form of tourism benefits
everyone.
Justin Francis, the site’s
Chief Executive and
Co-founder, said: “Our

{Destinations} TRAVEL

WELLNESS

Whether it’s your mind, body or
soul in need of a little attention (or,
most likely, some combination of
the three), there is now a dizzying
choice of holidays promising to cure
what ails you. From total relaxation
to more rigorous forms of healing,
wellness breaks are all the rage.
Asia
With its combination of climate,
scenery and a deep cultural history
of holistic healing, Asia remains

a favourite for those in search of
peace. Reconnect body and spirit in
one of India’s luxurious ayurvedic
spas, soak your troubles away in a
Japanese onsen (natural hot spring)
or join a yogic retreat in the beautiful
isolation of the Mongolian dessert.
The Americas
Often mixing tradition with a more
fun-centric approach to wellness, the
Americas provide some great options
for the adventure-loving health
seeker. Combine yoga with surfing,

dance with hiking, or culinary
adventure with a healing ceremony
with an Andean shaman.
Europe
It may not be the first place you’d
think of, but Europe is well served
by retreat-style holidays, even if they
are not always marketed explicitly
as such. Spain, Portugal, Switzerland
and the Greek islands are particularly
good destinations for those looking
for a fortnight of simple living and
cleansing food.

Soak away
your worries
and woes at
a Japanese
onsen –a
relaxing
hot spring

© Narongsak Nagadhana / Shutterstock.com

Get close to nature for the
ultimate holiday

experience is that holiday
companies that treat local
people and places well are
given access to experiences
and insights that other holiday
companies are not.
“The result is more authentic
travel with real local benefits.
For example, a local lady invited
to bring fresh local ingredients
into your accommodation and
cook you a traditional dish is a
wonderful experience for you, and
it also earns her and local farmers
an income.
“A safari company that creates
a school to train Maasai guides
enables you to benefit from their
knowledge of the bush and learn
about tribal cultures, as well as
creating jobs and livelihoods for
the Maasai guides. This is
responsible travel.”
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TRAVEL {Destinations}

SECLUSION

From one extreme to the other, the
16th-century monastery and church
of San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice
offers five simple but comfortable

en-suite guest rooms. On its own
secluded island, the monastery
boasts some of the best views of the
city and – particularly once the day

trippers have left – is a bastion of
calm reflection. The monastery has
no website or email. Book by calling
+39 041 241 4717.

Mont
us side on the mighty
Indulge your adventuro
chu
Pic
chu
Ma
to
ing
hik
Blanc at Chamonix or

ADVENTURE

Not all outdoor active holidays are
aimed at families. From leaping
crevices and climbing sheer glacier
faces in Chamonix to an extreme
bicycle descent through the dramatic
landscapes of the Andes, it’s good
to know many of life’s greatest
thrills are reserved for grown-ups.
www.blacktomato.co.uk
For a full list of destinations you can
fly to from Edinburgh Airport, visit
www.edinburghairport.com/flights/
destinations-and-airlines
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{TradFest Edinburgh} ENTERTAINMENT

A FABULOUS FESTIVAL OF ARTS
TradFest

Edinburgh |
Dùn Èideann returns this spring for
its third edition, a vibrant 12-day
showcase of Scotland’s thriving
traditional arts scene.
Taking place from 27 April
to 8 May, the festival spans
the ancient celebrations of
Beltane and May Day
and includes dozens
of events across the
city, setting the capital
abuzz with music, song,
storytelling, dance, film,
crafts and more.
Among the plethora
of local and international
talent appearing on this year’s
programme are Nordic Fiddlers
Bloc, Macmath: The Silent
Page, Moishe’s Bagel, Dàimh,

Niteworks, Ghettocroft, Gol, Nuala
Kennedy Band, Talisk, Sheesham,
Lotus & Son and Mairi Campbell’s
Pulse, plus many more collaborations
of tradition to enjoy and discover.
Other events include tours, ceilidhs,
talks and workshops, demonstrating
the variety and quality of contemporary
Celtic arts in Scotland and beyond.
TradFest is organised by
TRACS (Traditional Arts & Culture
Scotland) and based at the Scottish
Storytelling Centre, a home for
Scotland’s culture.
To find out more about the centre’s
year-round programme of events,
including traditional music
performances and workshops, as
well as more details about TradFest,
visit www.tracscotland.org
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TAIL PLANE {Katie Wood}

TRAVEL TRIALS
Think the life of a travel writer is one of non-stop glamour, luxury
hotels, fabulous food and cocktails by the pool? Think again!

When you travel to around

30 foreign destinations of your own
choosing every year for your living,
inevitably you see some amazing
sights, and get to stay and eat in
places most people just dream about.
It’s no surprise, then, that a lot of
folk really can’t abide more than five
minutes of your company.
The green-eyed monster is a
regular visitor in my life, and I wish
I had a pound for every time I’ve
been told I’m “so lucky to have a job
like that”.
Well, yes, I am lucky, don’t get me
wrong, but wonderful as it all sounds,
it’s not all a barrel of laughs and fivestar fun. Take this year for me…
As all my friends will testify, even
they’ve had a smidgen of sympathy
after some of the curved balls I’ve
been thrown in 2015.
On no fewer than four occasions
I’ve arrived in a destination, but
my case didn’t share the joy of
the journey.
Hours and hours of calls, emails
and queue-standing meant that I
eventually got three cases out of
four back.
Where the one is that contained
my favourite dresses and weeks’
worth of work notes ended up,
nobody knows.
Oh, the joys of travel.
Next I had my grandmother’s
engagement ring stolen out of my
hotel room in London (where
the safe was conveniently
being fixed ‘next day’).
The following month,
my handbag was
snatched off my
shoulder in a very
ungentlemanly
fashion in Delhi,
just the day
before getting
the ‘belly’ of
same name.
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And in May, when on a train
then asked for my travel insurance
from Geneva airport, my phone
documents before even looking at
was stolen. Now, in case you find
me. (Sorry, but what happened to
yourself in that part of the world,
the Hippocratic Oath? And I was
let me tell you about that particular
in Greece!)
scam, because three people on the
I was prostrate on bed, wanting
my train encountered the same issue
the world to end at this point and
as I did.
could no more get to the safe to
Three young guys board the
retrieve documents than fly in
train at Geneva Hauptbahnhof,
the air.
pretending to be deaf and dumb.
Thankfully, my photographer
They target people who have
was there and she fulfilled that
their mobiles on the table in
task, so I was taken to their medical
front of them.
centre, hooked up to a drip and
They ask you to sign a fictitious
bundled into an ‘ambulance’, which
petition and put the paper down
was actually a minibus that just said
on the table. Even if you smell a
‘Ambulance’ on the side, had no
rat – as I did – they then pick
stretcher, no medical equipment,
up the paper while swiping your
nothing. Not even seat belts.
phone at the same time and
Forty minutes later, I was then
then run off the train seconds
put into a room in a ‘private clinic’
before it pulls out of the station,
(not covered by any E111 agreement
leaving you helpless and phone-less.
ie get out your credit card before
But the worst this year
we even look at you), and two
was getting the mother
other older ladies were
and father of a dose of
already there.
gastroenteritis in Corfu
One of them was
in October.
obviously very seriously
After collapsing, I was
ill and seven members of
attended to in the hotel
her family came to pay
by a doctor who put his
their last respects
cigarette out on his
(two of them fell
WRITE
ON
way into my room,
asleep on my bed
Katie Wood has been a full-time
at 2am).
travel writer and broadcaster for
I learned very
more than 25 years. Author of 39
early on that night
guidebooks, she has worked for
that the reason
national newspapers across the
that Greek families
UK and is travel editor for
are so tenacious at
The Sunday Post.
visiting their relatives
in hospital is because
they have to provide
everything for
them – and I mean
right down to the
toilet rolls…
Being a travel
writer is all
glamorous? I
don’t think so!

SECTION {Sub-section}
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